In the present work, the constitutive relations based on the combination of two back stresses are developed using the Armstrong-Frederick, Phillips and Ziegler's type hardening rules. Various evolutions of the kinematic hardening parameter can be obtained by means of a simple combination of back stress rate using the rule of mixtures. Thus, a wide range of plastic deformation behavior can be depicted depending on the dominant back stress evolution. The ultimate back stress is also determined for the present combined kinematic hardening models. Since a kinematic hardening rule is assumed in the finite deformation regime, the stress rate is co-rotated with respect to the spin of substructure obtained by incorporating the plastic spin concept. A comparison of the various co-rotational rates is also included. Assuming rigid plasticity, the continuum body consists of the elastic deformation zone and the plastic deformation zone to form a hybrid finite element formulation. Then, the plastic deformation behavior is investigated under various loading conditions with an assumption of the J 2 deformation theory. The plastic deformation localization turns out to be strongly dependent on the description of back stress evolution and its associated hardening parameters. The analysis for the shear deformation with fixed boundaries is carried out to examine the deformation localization behavior and the evolution of state variables.
Two Back Stress Hardening Models in Rate Independent Rigid Plastic Deformation

Introduction
The pertinent constitutive relation is in increasing demand to describe the finite plastic deformation more properly. Several complicated non-linear phenomena are involved with the finite plastic deformation such as material axis rotation and texture development in the polycrystalline aggregate, which in turn lead to distortion of the yield surface. The internal variable α i j , known as back stress, represents the effect of microstructure rearrangement on the phenomenological ground (1) . Moreover, the kinematic hardening offers some advantages over the isotropic hardening to describe plastic deformation localization and it stems from the fixed curvature of the yield surface on loading point (2) . Ning and Aifantis (3) proposed a mixed two-back stress model using the Armstrong-Frederick type nonlinear kinematic hardening and Phillips type back stress evolution with a wide range of hardening parameters. It was achieved by applying the rule of mixtures to the back stress, rate of plastic deformation and/or current stress. On the other hand, the alternative two-back stress models are proposed in the present work, herein, the stress and strain rate constitutive model is expressed based on a combined kinematic hardening parameter such that the combination of the two hardening rules is applied only to the co-rotational rate of back stress. Thus, the resulting constitutive relations yield single stress and plastic strain rate field. In addition to the combined Armstrong-Frederick and the Phillips type hardening rule, the combination of the Armstrong-Frederick and Ziegler's type back stress evolution rule is also facilitated for comparison. One of the advantages of the present formulation, the various phenomenological constitutive models can be obtained with a relative ease and in a rigorous way. The ultimate back stress is also obtained as a by-product similar as in the two surface models.
With anisotropic hardening in finite deformation regime, the conventional Jaumann stress rate, however, induces undesirable oscillatory stress under a simple shear deformation (4) , (5) . To overcome this, a particular co-rotational rate based on the spin of sub-structure was proposed by incorporating the plastic spin or relative spin by many researchers including Dafalias (6) - (8) , Dienes (9) , Aifantis (1) , Paulun and Pecherski (10) , (11) and Loret (12) . When the two back stress model is taken into account, the combination of two back stresses and the plastic spins are correlated to each other. Thus, the various expressions for plastic spin are possible, when the two back stresses are considered. Several representations of the co-rotational stress rate and the evolution of internal state variables including the plastic spin are also examined in the present work.
For metal forming problems, the flow formulation finite element analysis has been used extensively and it offers some advantages over the solid formulations due to its simplicity. Although it is easy to use, the flow formulation possesses its own limitation in the application of back stress due to the viscous flow approximation. Moreover, the conventional flow formulation treats the elastic deformation zone as rigid zone using an assumed reference viscosity coefficient. However, in the present rigid plasticity finite element model, the aforementioned regime is deformed in accordance with the elasticity. Moreover, unlike an arbitrary large penalty constant as used in the flow formulation, the elastic volumetric modulus is used as a penalty constant to overcome the plastic deformation incompressibility. Then, the deformation behavior under various loading conditions is analyzed.
Kinematics and Constitutive Relation
All of the physical quantities in the field and the constitutive equations are normalized with respect to initial yield. Under isothermal condition, the rate independent constitutive relation is:
Here, R i jkl denote the constant of plasticity whereas D kl represents the rate of deformation. The additive decomposition of the rate of deformation yields the elastic and plastic parts, and the rate of plastic deformation can be approximated to the total rate of deformation in the case of rigid plasticity:
The von Mises yield function with back stress and its normality condition are as follows:
where the terms of s i j and α i j stand for the stress deviator and the back stress, respectively. In general, based on J 2 flow theory, the normality condition yields the following relation for the rate of plastic deformation and its equivalent:
where s i j = s i j − a i j , the effective stress deviator. It is assumed that one of the back stress components be evolved according to the strain rate description (Eq. (7)) as the Armstrong-Frederick hardening rule (13) , (14) whereas the other is represented by the stress rate description (Eq. (8)) as the Phillips hardening rule (3) , (15), (16) , as listed below:
The additive term in non-linear hardening rule is called the 'recall term' affecting the plastic flow for tensile or compressive loading in the different ways due to the dependency of the absolute value of plastic strain rate under cyclic loading. The general descriptions of the ArmstrongFrederick hardening rule and its constitutive relation derivation are listed in Khan and Huang (17) , and Mroz (13) . The Armstrong-Frederick type non-linear kinematic hardening rule poses a similarity with the Endochronic plasticity theory (17) , (18) . Furthermore, the Ziegler's type hardening rule (Eq. (9)) is also employed for comparison:
The hardening parameters are evolved with the deformation history as the internal variables. In particular case of the non-linear Phillips hardening rule, the consistency condition yields:
Thus, the plastic modulus K takes:
The uni-axial loading results in the following relation:
Considering the uni-axial and reverse loading cases, it follows that
where the subscript t and c stand for tensile and compressive loading, respectively. In order to keep the plasticity constants K t and K c positive, a certain restriction should be imposed such that if ρ < 1, then ν < 0, or if ρ > 1, then ν > 0. However, in the research work by Ning and Aifantis (3) there are such cases contrary to the restriction above, for instance, the hardening coefficients are defined to be ρ = 0.364 and ν = 7.94. Thus, it does not satisfy the restrictions above.
Shi et al. (19) suggested the combination of the two components (rate plastic deformation and stress):
(16.b) On the other hand Ning and Aifantis (3) assumed the following combinations (rate plastic deformation, stress and back stress):
c) where f and η are the fractional factors as in the conventional rule of mixtures. In the present work, it is similarly assumed that the individual back stress component be represented using either the Armstrong-Frederick strain rate description and the Phillips stress rate description or Ziegler's stress description. However, the combination of individual components is applied to the total rate of back stress as follows:
(18.b) Then, the rate of plastic deformation and the co-rotational stress rate are determined by means of the unified constitutive relationship resulting in single stress and plastic strain rate field.
It is assumed that the material parameters in the 2nd hardening model be given and the determination of material parameters in the 1st hardening rule be followed subsequently. First, let the two-back stress model be represented by the combination of the non-linear strain rate description (Eq. (7)) and the non-linear stress description hardening rules (Eq. (8.a)). Thus, the evolution of the back stress can be expressed:
The consistency condition yields:
(20) Then, the plastic modulus under the tensile and compressive loading case reduces to:
The back stress evolution constants of the 1st hardening rule will be expressed:
where α s denotes the kinematic variable at the reverse loading. As pointed out by Khan and Huang (17) , the Armstrong-Frederick non-linear hardening rule has a resemblance to the two-surface model, which yields the ultimate back stress by setting dα i j = 0. Considering the combination of two back stresses, the current model yields the ultimate back stress and the Eq. (19) results in the followings:
and when 0 < f < 1,
where h t is the tangent modulus of flow stress curve, thus forming non-linear bound. The Eq. (24) is exactly same as the ultimate back stress obtained from the pure non-linear Armstrong-Frederick hardening rule, when the fractional factor is '1'. In general, the ultimate back stress is dependent on the constants β and γ on the 2nd hardening parameter evolution rule. Suppose that the two-back stress model be formulated using non-linear strain rate description (Eq. (7)) and linear stress description (Eq. (8.b)) hardening rule. The back stress can be expressed:
Then, the plastic modulus obtained through the consistency condition reduces to:
The hardening parameters in strain rate description can be obtained in a simpler form as follows:
where
. Likewise, the ultimate back stress may be expressed as follows:
, same as Eq. (24) when 0 < f < 1,
However, when f = 0, no ultimate back stress can be determined, thus not bounded for linear Phillips model. On the other hand, when the combined back stress is modeled using the non-linear strain rate description (Eq. (7)) and the Ziegler's hardening rule (Eq. (9)), the combined back stress rate reads:
. The consistency condition yields:
(32)
and the plastic modulus is exactly same form as Armstrong-Frederick rule. The hardening parameters are:
In spite of the combination of two back stresses, the 1st hardening parameters are independent of the 2nd hardening rule constants except the ultimate back stress, which is expressed:
where σ e is the equivalent stress. The plastic spin concept is the natural by-product of the vertex effect due to non-coaxiality between rate of plastic deformation and current stress (20) . A phenomenological expression for plastic spin is:
Moreover, the plastic spin can be similarly derived using the back stress and the stress rate such that (21) :
The plastic spin obtained using the back stress and the rate of deformation is associated with the relative rotation of the back stress with respect to the average slip direction whereas the plastic spin determined by the stress rate and the back stress represents the relative rotation back ground lattice (22) . It becomes necessary to obtain the combined plastic spin associated with two back stresses. First, the plastic spin may be simply determined using the combined back stress and the rate of plastic deformation (Type I).
where W p i j | m and α i j | m stand for the average plastic spin and the combined back stress, respectively. On the other hand, Ning and Aifantis (3) suggested the following relation (Type II) as shown below:
Finally, the plastic spin can be formulated by applying the simple rule of mixtures (Type III).
Herein, the three plastic spins mentioned above are facilitated and compared. The co-rotational rates for stress and back stress respect to the spin of sub-structure Ω i j read as:
). Herein, the constitutive relation is expressed in rigidplasticity using the J 2 deformation theory (23) :
where h s denotes the secant modulus. On the other hand, in the case of the rigid-plastic materials, the relation between stress rate and rate of deformation may be represented as follows:
The first part is associated with rate of shear deformation, whereas the second term is related to the rate of volumetric deformation and the constant 'k' may be considered as a penalty constant similar to the visco-plastic flow formulation. The constant 'k' implies a physical meaning of volumetric modulus and is related to the volume consistency of plastic deformation. The equation above has a resemblance with the rigid-viscous plastic flow formulation, in which the constitutive relation for current stress deviator is proportional to the rate of deformation as in the viscous flow (24) . Instead of a large arbitrary positive penalty constant or a Lagrange multiplier as in the rigid plastic flow finite element model, the volumetric modulus determined with the elastic constants is facilitated in the present finite element analysis. Furthermore, the work piece under consideration consists of the elastic deformation and the rigid-plastic deformation regimes in forms of a hybrid formulation.
The stress-strain curve used in the present work is depicted as a power law-type hardening behavior under the isothermal condition:
Here 'n' is the exponent of strain hardening while 'ε 0 ' denotes the strain at a reference state.
Numerical Analysis
1 Finite element analysis
The present finite element model is based on the principle of virtual work rate using the velocity as primary variable. Apart from the primary variable, the present model is essentially same as the displacement increment based formulation. In the case of the rigid-plastic solid formulation, the variational of equation of motion reads:
The stiffness matrix for the solid formulation finite element equations can be represented as follows (25) : 3. 2 Effects of hardening parameters on plastic deformation All cases to be analyzed in the present work are for a material with strain hardening exponent n = 0.15, Poisson ratio ν = 0.33, and E/σ 0 = 185.7. The plastic deformation of a quarter of rectangular block with an aspect ratio of 2 in the plane strain conditions is analyzed using the finite element modeling in the case of tensile deformation. As mentioned earlier, the numerical results are associated with the rigid plasticity based on the J 2 deformation theory. The work pieces deformed in accordance with combined Armstrong-Frederick hardening and Phillips linear hardening is denoted as the ALP model. Likewise, the ALZ models represent the work piece associated with the Armstrong-Frederick and Ziegler's rule. Both constitutive models are further divided into three corresponding plastic spin tensors of type I, II and III. The combined two-back stress hardening is described using the rule of mixtures, and the fraction factor f is controlled between '1.0' and '0.5'. On the other hand, the Phillips hardening parameters ρ are arbitrarily selected to be '0.2', '0.4' and '0.6'. A comparison between the isotropic hardening (DIS model) and kinematic hardening is also included. The DIS model doest not require the plastic spin tensor in the stress rate constitutive relation and the stress is co-rotated using the conventional Jaumann rate form. It should be pointed out that the plastic deformation for all two-back stress models be identical regardless of the hardening parameter, when the fraction factor is set to be 1 or 0. Figure 1 (a) illustrates the plastic deformation depicted by the ALZ model under tensile loading and the effect of constitutive relation is examined by observing the evolution of equivalent strain at the center of work piece ( Fig. 1 (b) ). The fraction factor f is set to be 0.5 for the ALP and ALZ models, while the hardening pa- rameter ρ is chosen to be 0.4 for the ALP model. It can be noted that the isotropic hardening material (DIS model) results in the lowest plastic deformation whereas the combined Armstrong-Frederick and Ziegler's hardening ALZ model yields the highest plastic deformation localization behavior at the center of work piece. A similar plastic deformation behavior can be observed with reverse (upsetting followed by tensile) as well as shear loading with fixed boundaries as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively.
The kinematic hardening models results in a higher deformation localization behavior. The Swift's effect (normal stress developed in the axis direction) is shown in Fig. 4 , which depicts the strong normal stress (σ 22 ) developed with the ALZ model. Figure 5 represents the effect of plastic spin description on plastic deformation behavior under shear loading condition as compared with Fig. 3 . It shows that the corotational rate incorporated with type III plastic spin yields a little higher concentration of plastic deformation, however, the discrepancy in strain localization from each other is not quite noticeable. Nevertheless, the distinct normal stress distribution can be obtained depending on the description of co-rotational rate as shown in Figs. 4 and 6. In the case of type II of plastic spin, the ALZ model results in the highest normal stress, whereas the ALP model yields the lowest normal stress. Figure 7 illustrates the distributions of the spin of substructure (Ω 12 = W 12 − W p 12 ) using the ALZ model with fraction factor of f = 0.5, and the ALP hardening model yields the similar behaviors regardless of the choices of material parameters. It is interesting to note that the plastic spin description of type II results in the positive magnitude of the spin of sub-structure throughout the work piece, whereas, the negative spin of sub-structure occurs for the type I and III of the plastic spin in some regimes. Such a negative spin of sub-structure is referred to as the counterspinning (26) . It was pointed out that as severe shearing occurs, the spin of sub-structure should decrease to go to '0' under a simple shear deformation and such a behavior is referred to as the asymptotic behavior of the spin of substructure (4) . It was also demonstrated that such negative sign in the spin of sub-structure is possible in a limited range of plastic strain, and the spin of sub-structure reaches '0' eventually as the simple shear deformation continues to a large strain level (20) . On the other hand, the counter-spinning is not expected to be unreasonable under an arbitrary loading condition and it still remains as a subject to be investigated further (27) . Using a similar concept as the energy equivalence, the equalization of the product of plastic spin and combined back stress with the summation of two individual components may be a proper way to obtain the combined plastic spin. It is also claimed that the determination of a combination of two plastic spin tensors associated with two kinematic hardening rules is a matrix operation (type II) given by Eq. (39) as suggested by Ning and Aifantis (3) . The choice of the plastic spin problem seems not to play an important role in describe the plastic deformation localization behavior in the present work. However, a noticeable difference in the normal stress distribution occurs depending on the form of the plastic spin.
The investigation of effect of hardening parameters is carried out using shear deformation loading with constraint boundaries and the plastic deformation behaviors are compared with a controlled range of hardening parameter. First, the effect of the fraction factor f is analyzed within range of 1.0 ∼ 0.5. As mentioned previously, when the fraction factor is close to 1.0, the dominant constitutive relation becomes the non-linear strain rate description of the Armstrong-Frederick hardening rule. On the other hand, as the fraction factor decreases, the influence of either Phillips' hardening rule or Ziegler's evolution rule increases. The evolution of state variables including internal variables can be altered by selecting the fractional factor and Phillips coefficient for the ALP model. On the other hand, in the case of the ALZ model, the various evolutions can be described by changing the fractional factor only. A specific material point located on the inner right upper corner is selected to examine the effect of deviation from strain rate description hardening rule. That material point does not, however, necessarily indicate the maximum occurrence within the work piece. Figure 8 shows the variation of equivalent plastic strain with respect to the fractional factor using the ALP and ALZ model at the selected material point. It can be observed that as the fractional factor decreases or the influence of Phillips hardening rule increases, the equivalent strain increases at the specific material point. Thus, the local plastic deformation is intensified as the back stress evolution associated with the strain rate description becomes less dominant in both models. The effect of stress rate hardening coefficients (ρ) as well as the fractional factor on the normal stress at a specific material point is summarized in Fig. 9 . It indicates that as the Phillips' hardening coefficient increases, the normal stress also increases at the specific material point. As the back stress evolution is strongly influenced by the stress rate description, the normal stress at the specific point also increases.
Concluding Remarks
In the present work, the constitutive relations based on combined two-back stress evolution are developed using the Armstrong-Frederick rule and the Phillips rule or Ziegler rule. The finite element analysis is carried out to investigate the effects of various hardening parameters on the plastic deformation behaviors using a rate independent rigid plastic continuum body within the J 2 deformation theory. The plastic deformation behavior is strongly dependent on the back stress evolution, whereas it is moderately influenced by the description of the spin of substructure. It is noted that the work piece described by kienamtic hardening results in a higher deformation localization than isotropic hardening. Moreover, under a shear loading with fixed surfaces, a wide range of variation in the normal stress and the deformation localization can be described according to the details of hardening parameters including the fractional factors or the Phillips' hardening coefficient. On the other hand, the plastic spin obtained by the inverse matrix operation (denoted as type II) results in the positive spin of sub-structure throughout the work piece under a shear loading. The effects of the dominant hardening rule is more significant than that of the co-rotational rate forms in the localization behavior, and a further investigation on the form of the plastic spin is required. The present combined kinematic hardening model provides a mean to formulate the various constitutive relations by a simple alternation in hardening parameters and 
